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Abstract. We introduce an efficient approach for representing a human face using a limited number of images. This compact representation allows for meaningful manipulation of the face. Principal Components Analysis (PCA) utilized
in our research makes possible the separation of facial features so as to build
statistical shape and texture models. Thus changing the model parameters can
create images with different expressions and poses. By presenting newly created faces for reviewers’ marking in terms of intensities on masculinity, friendliness and attractiveness, we analyze relations between the parameters and intensities. With feature selections, we sort those parameters by their importance
in deciding the three aforesaid aspects. Thus we are able to control the models
and transform a new face image to be a naturally masculine, friendly or attractive one. In the PCA-based feature space, we can successfully transfer expressions from one subject onto a novel person’s face.

1 Introduction
There have been many techniques developed for image compression by catching
statistical information with encoders. Representative methods are fractal, wavelet,
Differential Pulse Code Modulation and the most recent version of JPEG for still
imagery [1]. However, almost all conventional methods captured the information in
only one particular image. When we have a set of similar images, PCA should be an
excellent technique in dimension reduction as well as in novel-image creation [2] [3].
After conducting a statistical analysis on the image dataset, the dimensions of the
images are greatly reduced by mapping each image onto particular eigen-vectors with
eigen-decomposition. Thus shape and texture models can be represented as a sum of
average vectors and weighted variances along eigen-vectors. The weights, i.e., the
parameters of the models, are normally referred to as “modes”. Modifications on
these modes help learn relations between the variances of parameter values and
changes in facial image expressions.

It is of great interest to find the reason for those preferable faces. Do viewers’
physical conditions affect their judgment? What kind of features can be observed
from one’s face, hatred, love, or happiness? Are there any relations between these
features and facial attributes? Current solutions to these questions can be divided into
two categories: geometry-based and psychology-based approaches.
The geometry-based methods are mainly concerned with geometric measurements,
such as the distance between the eyes, the eye width and the context location of the
nose. In the representative literature of [4], fractal geometry analysis is conducted on
facial images and a female “attractive” face is created according to fractal rules. Artists such as Leonardo and Dürer also provide some criteria in this field [4]. Moreover,
expression ratio images were proposed to map one person’s expression details to a
different subject’s face. Given the feature point motions of an expression, this method
requires an additional input of a different person’s image with the same expression
[5]. For situations where expression ratio images are unavailable, a geometry-driven
facial expression synthesis approach based on feature point positions of an expression
is more applicable [6].
Psychology-based approaches mainly argue the relations between attractiveness
and symmetry, averageness as well as nonaverage sexually dimorphic features, i.e.,
the hormone markers [7]. They also analyze the relationship between female viewers’
menstrual shift and their choice of male faces for dominance and short-term mates
[8]. And certain researchers find that “shape normalized faces” and “texture normalized faces” are more attractive and younger than original faces [9].
In [10], a technique for defining facial prototypes supports transformations along
quantifiable dimensions in “face space”. Shape and color information are used to
perform predictive gender and age transformations. Flexible models are also introduced for identification and coding of facial images [11]. In [12], linear object classes
are learnt from a basis of 2D prototypical views and then used for 2D image synthesis.
Based on the above literatures, we try to combine geometry-based and psychologybased approaches as well as to imbibe ideas from [11] and [12] for our research. The
basic idea is to utilize PCA as applied in [13] for building statistical shape and texture
models with a facial image database. Utilizing these models, we can thus create more
novel images with different expressions and poses. After some reviewers mark these
images in terms of masculinity, friendliness and attractiveness, we can thus analyze
the relations between parameter values and the facial expressions with certain feature
selection scheme. This knowledge can thus help us transform a new face image to be
more masculine, friendly or attractive. We can also introduce a neutral face image
into the eigen-space and transfer different expressions among faces.
We organize our paper as follows. Section 2 is for building parameterized shape
and texture models, where section 2.1 is to introduce the image database, section 2.2
for triangulation of facial images, 2.3 to present the PCA, 2.4 to build the models, and
2.5 is to interpret the effects on facial expressions after changing parameter values. In
section 3.1, we present the survey results as well as feature selection scheme. In 3.2,
we utilize the feature space to transfer expressions from one subject onto a novel face
image. And we conclude our paper and mention some future work in section 4.

2 Parameterized Facial Models
In this section, we will introduce how to build statistical shape and texture models.
We will also interpret the changes on facial expressions with parameter adjustments.
2.1 Database of Facial Images
We need parameterized facial models which can represent great differences in shape
and texture vectors among images; therefore in our experiment, we take facial photos
from 8 males of different ethnicities as shown in first row of Fig. 1. For each person,
we take his photos with different expressions and poses. From all these images, we
select 112 ones into our final database which can represent the maximum variances in
facial expressions and poses.
All the face images are taken at the same lighting condition. Since the facial parts
in the originally taken images are different in their scale, poses and locations, firstly
we need to perform similarity transformation so as to get normalized images [14].

Fig. 1. Our database: different subjects with different expressions

2.2 Triangulation of Facial Images
To get texture vectors of faces, the first step is to get feature points of face contours.
We define 44 control points for the human face, such as nose tip, eye and lip contours, middle chin, and so on. These points are the solid dots in Fig. 2. Besides these
control points, we also define another 70 points among the solid dots to describe the
detailed contours. These points well represent the main action units of expressions
and are marked as hollow dots in Fig. 2 [15] [16].
Based on similarity transformations, we acquire the transformed coordinates of
these 70 points in all the images of the database to reduce manual work of registering
points. Therefore, for each image in the database, only 44 control points are located
manually but locations of other 70 points can be decided automatically [17] [18].
With the 114 control points, we triangulate the average human face into 209 small
triangles, as can be found out in Figure 2. In the eye, nose, and mouth portions, we
create more triangles than we make in other parts so as to represent facial appearances
in greater detail. The point selection is better than MPEG-4 in creating new faces
from our experiments [19].

Fig. 2. Feature points on the average face as well as the triangulations

2.3 Principal Components Analysis
Principal components define a projection that catches the maximum amount of variation in a dataset and is orthogonal to the previous principle component [2].

Fig. 3. Principal components analysis

After conducting eigen-decomposition in Fig. 3, we find two orthogonal vectors,
i.e. principal component I (PC1) and principal component II (PC2). We observe that
the main difference in the dataset is distributed along PC1, while less obvious differences lie on PC2. Therefore, data X can be approximated by X ' = X + b ⋅ PC1 .
2.4 Parameterized Shape and Texture Models
After we get the shape and texture vectors for each training image, we build the parameterized shape and texture models in equation 1:

S = S + Φ s bs , T = T + Φ t bt

(1)

where S and T is the average shape and texture vectors, Φ s and Φt are eigenvectors
for shape and texture models respectively. And bs and bt are shape and texture parameters [19]. 31 out of 228 principal components selected represent 99.23% variances in the original dataset. And we keep 93.95 of texture variance with the PCA.
Here we separately adjust shape and texture parameters to create new shapes and
textures. Then we morph the new textures into new shapes with thin-plate splines
[19].
2.5 Interpretation of Parameter Values
In this session, we interpret the effects of adjustments in shape and texture parameters. This analysis helps create images of different appearances for psychological
analysis.
We increase the first element value in the bs from equation (1) and keep other elements to be zero. Then we warp the average texture T to the new shape contour and
acquire the smoothly transformed image sequence in first row of Fig. 4.

Fig. 4. Changes in expression and pose by changing parameters

The most obvious difference among images of first row in Fig. 4 is in the pose.
With the changes of head pose, the proportion of upper face size to the lower size
also differs. Another less significant change in this sequence is the mouth shape.
Second row of Fig. 4 shows the transformation of facial shapes by changing the
second element in bs. Though the viewing direction changes, the proportion in these
faces keeps the same.
Changing bs(1) and bs(2) simultaneously can lead to transformations in third-row
images of Fig. 4, where face poses and proportions are simultaneously modified because of the alternation in coordinates of both the outer and inner control points.
Therefore we find that pose transformations with changes in different modes equal
to the sum of transformations in each mode transformation. Therefore, after we learn
more relationships, we can combine them together so as to perform more complicated
transformations on faces.
Now another series of experiments is to increase the value of elements in the texture parameter vector bt from equation (1).

Fig. 5. Expression changes with the variance on first three texture parameters

In first row of Fig. 5, the main shift lies in the facial hair, the cheek, the beard as
well as the mouth. Basically the general change is from a bonny boy with dark eyelid,
thick eyebrow, black beard and small nose to a fleshy man with light eyelid, thin
eyebrow, no beard and big nose. And a light smile keeps on every face in this sequence.
In second row of Fig. 5, generally the face becomes more Asian alike during the
process. Also the mouth opens gradually during the changes of the parameter, which
leaves an impression of light smiling.
In the third row of Fig. 5, main difference lies in the mouth area besides changes in
eyebrow, skin color and extent of flesh cheeks.
Then how about changing the elements in shape and texture parameter vectors at
the same time? Fig. 6 shows the effect of facial expression changes after we increase
values of bs(1) and bt(1) simultaneously.

Fig. 6. Changes with the increment of first texture parameter

The alteration in Fig. 6 represents the combinatorial effects, i.e. the pose change
and cheek variance.
These analyses can thus direct the creation of novel faces we need if only faces in
our dataset are as different as possible. This is due to the fact that our models can
represent most of the differences in shape and texture and can produce novel images
which are outside of our dataset.

3. Manipulation on Novel Faces
In this part, we are addressing applications based on the information we learnt from
the previous reconstructions and analysis.

3.1 Making Chubby and Skinny Faces
Manipulating faces to be chubby or skinny ones is widely applied in facial image
processing as well as in face recognition.
Suppose our datasets are in a Gaussian distribution, then adding a new data into
the space will not change the distribution. Thus we can replace the mean shape and
texture vectors in equations (1) by those from a novel image. Then we perform transformations on our new facial images by changing the model parameters.
According to previous analysis, the 1st and 3rd texture parameters represent an effect of changing chubby faces. We also learn that modifications of the 14th and 17th
shape modes play a significant role in getting skinny faces. By increasing these parameter values for a novel face, we achieve the transformed images as in Fig. 7.
As observed from Fig. 7, the transformed face (g) looks skinnier than (d), which is
chubbier than (a), the previously neutral face.

(a)

(b)

(e)

(c)

(f)

(d)

(g)

Fig. 7. (a) Neutral face, (b ~ d) chubby and (e ~ g) skinny faces

3.2 Comprehension on Expression
The parameterized model introduced above brings us a good approach for creating
facial images with different contours as well as expressions. These images are also a
good source for image understanding. We discuss the relations between parameters
and viewers’ understanding on masculinity, friendliness and attractiveness.
3.2.1 Collection of Survey Results
We applied the parameterized shape and texture model to create 58 images in different expressions. Then we presented these pictures to 59 volunteers from 8 different
ethnicities, half of which are females. They were asked to mark each image on masculinity, friendliness and attractiveness. After deleting those obviously improper
results, finally we get 1004 data on each aspect.
The first step in processing these datasets is to standardize them so as to reduce
personal differences in scales of scoring.

The next step, also the key process, is to find the sequence of those parameters’
importance in deciding the created images on masculinity, friendliness and attractiveness. Here we use feature selection to solve this problem.
3.2.2 Feature Selection
Feature selection aims at picking out some original input features (i) for performance
issues by facilitating data collection as well as compressing storage space and processing time, (ii) to perform semantics analysis for understanding the problem, and (iii)
to improve prediction accuracy [20].
According to [21], [22], and [23], feature selection approaches can be divided into
three categories: filters, wrappers and embedded approaches. The filter model relies
on general characteristics of the training dataset to select some features without involving any learning algorithm [24]. The wrapper model requires one predetermined
learning algorithm in feature selection and uses its performance to evaluate and determine which features are selected [24]. The embedded approaches simultaneously
determine features and classifier during the training process [20].
Wrapper models tend to find features better suited to the predetermined learning
algorithm resulting in superior learning performance, but it is also computationally
expensive compared to the filter model [25].
Concerning the above analysis, we apply ReliefF, a filter model, to be the attribute
evaluation approach for our dataset. ReliefF is an extension to Relief, which is to
estimate the relevance of features according to how well their values distinguish between the instances of the same and different classes that are close to each other [24].
It randomly samples a number of instances from the training set and updates the relevance estimation of each feature based on the differences between the selected instance and the two nearest instances of the same and opposite classes [24].
For search method, we utilize Ranker to discover the final sequence of model parameters. Ranker, used in conjunction with attribute evaluators, attributes by their
individual evaluations [26].
In our experiments, we use the WEKA software for feature selection [26]. This
free software is a collection of machine learning algorithms for data mining tasks:
data-processing, classification, clustering, association and data visualization. It provides us a complete scheme: ReliefF for attribute selection, and Ranker for searching.
After processing our datasets with WEKA, we achieve the ranking sequence of model
parameters in determining masculinity, friendliness and attractiveness as in Table 1,
where si represents the ith shape parameter, while ti denotes the ith texture parameter.
Table 1. Ranking sequences of model parameters in determining the three aspects

Mascu.
Friend.
Attrac.

s2
t3
s2

t2
s1
t3

s3
s2
s4

s1
t5
s6

t1
t6
t2

t5
s4
t5

s6
t2
s5

t3
s3
t6

s5
t1
s1

s4
s6
s7

t6
t4
t1

s8
s5
s8

s7
t7
t7

t7
s8
t4

t4
s7
s3

3.2.3 Face Transformation Results
By changing the first 15 shape (si in Table 1) and texture parameter values (ti in Table
1) according to the feature selection result in Table 1, we create the transformed images based on a neutral boy’s face shown in Fig. 8,
After presenting these four images to our volunteers again, 92.1% of them agreed
on masculinity in the second face, 89.3% volunteers believed the third image is
friendlier than the first one, and 83.6% viewers considered the last one to be more
attractive.

Fig. 8. Neutral, masculine, friendly and attractive faces

3.2.4 Transferring Facial Expressions
We notice that a feature space has been constructed after we perform PCA on our
dataset. To make use of this space, we also attempt to transfer expression changes
from one person’s faces onto another subject. This can be explained by Fig. 9.
PC3

FN:

Expression2

Neutral2
PC2
Expression1

PC1

Neutral1

Fig. 9. Illustration of expression transfers in feature space

In Fig. 9, we simplify the explanation on N-Dimensional feature space into that in
a 3-D space, where PC1, PC2 and PC3 denote the first three eigen-vectors of our dataset. “Neutral1” represents the reference person’s neutral face, and the “Expression1”
denotes the person’s face with certain expression. Then the directed vector from
“Neutral1” to “Expression1” can denote the facial expression changes.
Mappings from the directed difference vector onto each eigen-vector correspond to
various weights on each feature vector. Then we can contribute these weights to

“Neutral2”, which denotes a target neutral face. The contribution creates the final
“Expression2” as shown in Fig. 9.
Figure 10 provides one good example for this expression transfer. Besides our previously collected facial image database, we asked another volunteer to make up angry, disgust, feared, surprised and sad faces. Then we perform the calculation on
contour vectors in the feature space. The novel neutral face in Figure 10 is out of our
database. After performing the contribution, we reconstruct the transformed faces by
warping previous face patch to the transformed shape contours.
The whole procedure is automatic except for the manual work on locating contour
points. We find that better expressions can be captured by controlling the transformations on different facial parts. For example, we can increase the weights on mouth
area to make the transformed face in a more surprised way.

Fig. 10. Neutral, angry, disgust, feared, surprised and sad faces

4. Conclusions and Future Work
The main role of this paper is to disclose the relations between model parameters and
subjective understanding on facial images concerning masculinity, friendliness and
attractiveness. Applications include transforming a novel face image to be more masculine, friendly or attractive as well as transferring expressions from one subject’s
face onto another one’s.
To avoid the disadvantages of conventional approaches, we do not rely on the geometric measurements but conduct much analysis on the shape and texture models’
parameters. Specifically, we apply the face-space to leap over the complicated and
normally inaccurate geometric measurements of distances and ratios on human faces.
The PCA-based model is an excellent source for creating images of many differences in their contour and texture vectors. It is also robust in image compression.
We separate shape and texture models so that the two models can create more
faces. This should be an important improvement to previous approaches [14].
We received a large dataset from a survey and well analyzed the relations between
parameter values and subjective understanding on the created faces. This knowledge
helps us create a masculine face from the original neutral face image. Similar approaches also work for creating friendly and attractive faces out of a neutral one.
Based on the feature space, we also successfully transfer facial expressions from
one subject’s face onto another face. This is not a simple adding or subtraction as it
seems to be, but an important manipulation in feature space.
Although Table1 provides the ranking of model parameters, it is not easy to decide
the exact values for them. We are going to try another approach called expressional

image synthesis controlled by emotional parameters [28]. Borrowing the idea from
expression transfer, we can also perform transfer on masculinity, friendliness and
attractiveness if we can have such reference faces. Moreover, since mouth in the
neutral face is always closed, we need to add teeth to transformed faces when the
transformation leads the mouth to be widely opened.
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